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1. ABSTRACT— Motion detection and tracking of object are two important and challenging tasks in 

computer vision. The main aim of this paper is detecting and tracking of moving object using a static camera. 

In this we use a image difference algorithm to detect and track the moving object. The paper focuses on the 

detection of the moving object in a scene. By using the image difference algorithm we could calculate distance 

and velocity. The algorithm is used to estimate moving object velocity using digital image processing 

techniques from the camera calibration parameters and also the matlab. 

 

Keywords: Vision system, motion detection and tracking of moving object, image difference algorithm, 

velocity estimation. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Video surveillance usually requires object to be tracked. It is very important for security purpose and for the 

traffic control which can be used to avoid undesired interaction. Here in this paper we present moving object 

detection and tracking using a webcam mounted inside a building. Here a fixed camera is used with respect to 

static background and a usual approach of background subtraction is used for obtaining an estimate of the 

moving object.  

First, perform the background modeling to get the reference model. The reference model obtained is 

compared between the video sequences by the use of background subtraction to obtain the possible variation. 

The variations obtained are between current video frames and to those pixels signify existence of moving 

objects. 

The main aim concern of paper is to develop an algorithm is to detect the object and track it. 
  Moving object detection and tracking with a camera has been developed for the estimation of velocity and 

distance parameters.  

For the paper we present image difference algorithm which has subtraction between reference images and no 

of image also morphological operation, and calculation of centroid, velocity and distance covered by moving 

object in the scene. 

 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Video surveillance recently used topic in the computer vision and it tries to detect and track moving object with 

a sequence of images and it also tries to understand and describe behavior of the object by replacing the aging 

old method of monitoring camera by human operators. 

 

Arnab Roy, Sanket shinde, and Kyoung Don proposed-An approach for efficient real time moving object 

detection. In this proposed paper we have implemented our approaches using a low end web cam  in a 

commodity laptop with no special hardware for high speed image processing. 
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Jianwei Zhou and Kefeng Lu, Tamu proposed-Real time optical flow-based motion tracking. The tracking of the 

object is based on optical flows among video frames in contrast to image background based detection 

BhavanaC.Bendale and Anil R.Karwankar proposed-moving object tracking in video using MATLAB. This 

method is described for tracking moving object from a sequence of video frames. 

V.Purandhar Reddy proposed- Object tracking based on pattern matching. A novel algorithm for object tracking 

in video pictures, edge detection based, object extraction and pattern matching is proposed. 

Lipton proposed frame difference moving regions are extracted by taking the pixel wise difference between the 

two frame images. 

Stauffer and Grimson used Gaussian mixture model based on the background model to detect the object. 

Li proposed background subtraction in which the moving region is obtained in a image by differencing current 

and reference background image pixel by pixel.  

 

 

4.  RESEARCH ELABORATION 
 

THE PROPOSED METHOD 

 

  The proposed method works on the concepts on of the background subtraction, which uses a image difference 

algorithm. 

 
  The formulation steps are defined as follows. 

 

1. Capture a video from camera 

2. Reference image is first read to the avi read. 

3. Read the other image. 

4. Take background  subtraction of them images  and set threshold  

5. Apply Gaussian filter to remove noise if any. 

6. Apply the morphological operations like erosion and dilation to remove small noise. 

7. Fill holes in the resulted image  

8. Take label connected components and the properties of it like bounding box, centroid and area of all 

number of object move in the scene. 

9. For i=1:n%n is the number of object  move  

n =(length of object| find (L==1)%find white pixel whose length is A.  

if (A>100 and A<8000) 
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Then draw rectangle plot centroid of that rectangle 

End 

End 

10. Distance of centroid is taken  to reference point. 

11. Determine velocity estimation by ratio of distance to time per frame. 

  

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

A. OBJECT TRACKING 

  

Object tracking is used to locate and follow the moving object in sequence of video frames. The main 

application for object tracking is used for vision analysis, security and surveillance. Here the video is 

recorded using a digital camera.  

The main aim of video tracking is in the consecutive frames the association of target objects is done. 

Here the association of the objects can be especially difficult when they are moving relatively fast with 

respect  to the frame rate. 

 

B. BACKGROUD SUBTRACTION 

 

Background subtraction is widely used for moving object detection especially for cases when the 

background is relatively static because of its low computational cost. “Background subtraction” comes from 

the simple technique of subtracting the background model from the current frame to obtain the difference 

image, and by  thresholding  the difference  frame, a mark of the moving object in the current frame is 

obtained. The entire process is done in a pixel- by pixel fashion. The algorithm makes assumption that 

every frame is a sequence is made up of fixed background and with moving objects on it, and the pixels of 

the foreground object have different grayscale intensities from those of the background pixels. There are 

many variation of background subtraction , but the major difference among most of them is how 

background is constituted and update. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

           This scheme uses a simple version where a pixel at a location (x,y) in the present image. It is marked as 

foreground  if 

             |It(x, y) − Bt(x, y)| >T 

Is satisfied where T is a threshold. Updating of background image Bt is done by the use of filter as follows 

   

          Bt+1 =alpha _It + (1 −alpha) Bt  

 

 There are different approaches to this base scheme of background subtraction in terms of foreground, 

background maintenance and post processing   

       

     Video frames 

   Pre- processing 

Background subtraction 

         Forergound 
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 C. THRESOLDING 

   
  Thresolding is based on the clip level or value to turn a gray scale image converted into a binary image. This is 

the simplest method used in the background subtraction. This method is carried out by first selecting a threshold 

value which is optimum. 

 
D. IMAGE DIFFERNCE ALGORITHM 

 

Image difference includes the frames which are used to calculate the difference between two frames at each and 

every pixel position and store the absolute difference. Moving object as usually visualized in a sequence of 

frames. It has very less memory consumption for performing the calculation. If we have a sequence of frames, 

the present frame and the next frame are taken into the consideration at every calculation and shifting of frames 

is taken place. 

 

 Steps involved in the image difference algorithm 

 

    

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Frame difference algorithm is used to perform the segmentation as its consumes less time for processing. 

Separation of two sequential frames is performed by frame difference algorithm. Algorithm for the segmentation 

is as follows 

1. Read the input images. 

2. For (current  position=initial position: final position) 

(a) The difference between the pixels values   position of the two images is calculated. 

(b) Calculate the absolute value. 

(c) Store the difference of new image. 

        3.    The difference is stored in the new image  

               at the same time pixel position that is at   

                present pixel. 

      START 

     Fk 

        SUBTRACT 

BINARIZATION 

    PROCESS 

Fk-1 

   RESULT 
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Fig. GRAPH OF THE POSTION OF THE MOVING OBJECT 

 
 E. EROSION AND DILATION 

 
 The images are usually contaminated by large number of erroneous foreground pixels due to image noise, 

background motion. Morphology filters are used to remove the noises and holes(removing small holes is the 

same as filling the small gaps) of the image and segment the objects. The fundamental morphological operations 

are erosion  and dilation 

EROSION: To erode an image, each object pixel that touches a background pixel is changed into a background 

pixel; Isolated background pixel is removed from erosion. Definition of erosion is 

f(x,y)=min{I(x,y) and its neighboring pixels} 

Where f(x,y) is the eroded image at pixel (x,y) and I(x,y) is the pixel intensity. 

DILATION: Dilation is the dual of erosion. Each background pixel that touches an object pixel is changed into a 

object pixel when it is dilated. Dilation closes isolated background and add pixels to the boundary of the object. 

The definition of dilation is 

g(x,y)=max{I(x,y) and its neighbourhood pixels} 

Where g(x,y) is the dilated image at pixel(x,y) 

 

F. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

 

Position of the tracked object is extracted from the spatial domain are the features of the tracked object. The 

features in the time domain and the spatial information are combined to get the trajectory of the tracked object. 

So the movement and speed of the moving objects can be estimated that needs to be tracked. Therefore, the 

feature of spatial domain is very important to object identification. 

The interested moving object is bound using a bounding box. The bounding box is obtained by calculating 

maximum and minimum value of x and y co- ordinates of the interest moving object from the below equation 

                Bi min={ (xi min;yi min)|x,y∈Oi} 

            Bi max={(xi max; yi max)|x,y∈ Oi} 

 

Where Oi denotes set of co-ordinates of points in the interest moving object i, Bi min is the left top corner co-

ordinates of the interest moving object I and Bi max is the light bottom corner co-ordinates of the interesting 

moving object. 

 

Firstly, we extract the centroid of the object and then by calculating height and width a bounding box is drawn 

around the object 
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5. DISTANCE 

 

Centroid is used to determine the distance travelled by the object. Distance travelled is calculated by using the 

Euclidean distance formula. The variables used for this are the pixel position of the moving object at first stage 

to the last stage. 

 

Algorithm for calculating distance is given as follows 

 

1. Each image centroid is read. 

2. The distance between two centroid images is calculated. 

3. For (present position=initial value: final value) of the x resolution 

4. For (present position = initial value : final value) of the y resolution 

5.  Change in distance is calculated by 

    Distance=P(x2:x1)^2+(y2:y1)^2 

Where x1=position of the previous pixel and x2=present pixel 

    position in width 

 

H. VELOCITY OF THE OBJECT 

 

The velocity of the moving object is calculated by the distance to time ratio . The distance between the 

sequences of frames is calculated by Euclidean distance. The velocity of the object is determined by using the 

values of distance travelled wit  respect to the frame rate.  The distance travelled  by the centroid to the frame  

rate of the video determines the velocity of the of the object. 

 

 Algorithm for calculation  of velocity is as follows 

 

1. The distance travelled by the object is read. 

    velocity 

2. Array is used to store the value. 

3. The velocity of the moving object insequence frames   is defined  pixel/second 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       VIDEO 

DIVIDING INTO FRAMES 

  NOISE REMOVAL 

SEGMENTATION 

  FEATURE EXTRACTION 

CALCULATON OF DISTANCE TRAVELLED 

VELOCITY DETERMINATION 
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5.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
        

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
  
In this paper, we consider a real time video of the detection of moving object and tracking, and is it is based on 

the background subtraction. For detection of the object, we propose background model, uses thresolding method 

to detect moving object and update the background in real time. Visualization of the object is done and its 

centroid is calculated. The distance moved by the object between frames is stored and using this velocity can be 

determined with the frame rate of the video. The new approaches are integrated into our real-time object 

tracking system to produce a more accurate motion segmentation result which is used to initialize object 

tracking. 
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